PAST PRESIDENTS AND ADDRESSES, 1925 - 2013

1925-27  W.H. CLEGG
A general paper on economic events at the time, delivered February,

1928  J.F.W. GROSSKOPF

1929-30  J.E. HOLLOWAY
Both addresses dealt with the Great Depression. The first was delivered in July, 1930,
the second in 1931, under the title "Presidential Address, 1930-31,"

1931  S. EVANS
The Wealth of Africa

1932-33  C.L. READ
The Union Native and the Witwatersrand Gold Mines *SAJE*, 1933

1934-35  C.W. PEARSALL
The Upward Turn
Another Year

1936-37  R. LESLIE
Economics in South Africa
Gold, 1936-37

1938-39  E.H.D. ARNDT
Safeguarding the Investor
The Pretoria Mints

1940-41  W.H. HUTT
Economic Lessons of the Allied War Effort
Distributive Justice

1942-43  S.H. FRANKEL
World Economic Solidarity
World Economic Welfare

1944-45  C.S. RICHARDS
The Task Before Us: With Special Reference to Industry
Economic Incentives of the Post-War World

1946  G.S.H. ROSSOUW
The Problem of Imperial Preference

1947-49  H.R. BURROWS
An Approach to the Indian Problem in South Africa
Wool in the South African Economy, F.J.C. Cronje, in lieu of Prof. Burrows (1949)

1950  A.J. LIMEBEER
Economic Revolution

1951-52  H.M. ROBERTSON
Economic Co-operation between Western Europe and the Commonwealth
The Politico-Economic Background of Jan Van Riebeeck's Settlement

1953-54  T.H. KELLY
Economics as a Tool of Business Management
The Transition to Customs Union in South Africa

1955-56  W.J. BUSSCHAU
Capital and Economic Policy in the Union of South Africa
The Need for Currency Stabilization

1957  M.H. DE KOCK
The Present State of Monetary Policy

1958-59  C.G.W. SCHUMANN
Die Huidige Taak van die Ekonom met Spesiale Verwysing na Suid-Afrika.
Aspects of Economic Growth with Special Reference to South Africa
1960-61  D. HOBART HOUGHTON
      Men of Two Worlds: Some Aspects of Migratory Labour
      Land Reform in Bantu Areas and its Effect Upon Urban Labour

1962-63  L.M. LACHMANN
      Cost Inflation and Economic Institutions
      Cultivated Growth and the Market Economy

1964-65  O.P.F. HORWOOD
      The Financing of Higher Education in South Africa, with Particular reference to the Universities
      Economic Balance, Dualism and Growth

1966-67  D.G. FRANZSEN
      Improvements in the Adjustment Process and the Restoration of International Monetary Stability
      Inflasie en die Finansiële Meganisme

1968-69  J. de V. GRAAFF
      The Future of Taxation
      The National Debt

1970-71  J.L. SADIE
      Die Toegevoegde Waarde Belasting
      Population and Economic Development in South Africa

1972-73  D.J.J. BOTHA
      Some Thoughts on Devaluation
      On Tariff Policy: The Formative Years

1974-75  H.J.J. REYNDERS
      Die Mikro- en Makro-Studie van Ekonomiese Verskynsels: Die Gevaar van Isolasi
      Aspects of the Goal of the Firm in the World of Today

1976-77  G.J. TROTTER
      The Economic Rationale for Educational Planning
      Education and Income Distribution

1978-79  F.J. DU PLESSIS
      Monetary Policy in South Africa (1979)

1980-81  G.P.C. DE KOCK
      The New South African Business Cycle and Its Implications for South Africa
      New Developments in Monetary Policy in South Africa

1982-83  A.B. DICKMAN
      Corporate Finance and Monetary Policy
      Market-Oriented Policies and Financial Markets

1984-85  J.A. LOMBARD
      Monetêre Stabiliteit as Voorvereiste in die Ekonomiese Politiek
      The Evolution of the Theory of Economic Policy

1986-87  M.L. TRUU
      Economics and Politics in South Africa Today
      Confused Thinking, Intellectual Fashion and Received Knowledge in Economics Today

1988-89  S.S. BRAND
      Privatization: An Economist's View
      Demografie, Skuld en Ekonomiese Ontwikkeling

1990-91  P.D.F. STRYDOM
      Markets, Information and Liberty
      After Apartheid: Correcting Economic Failure

1992-93  MERLE HOLDEN
      Trade Reform: Finding the Right Road
      Lessons for South Africa from the New Growth and Trade Theories
1994-95  **G.L. DE WET**
The RDP and a Structural Problem in the South African Economy
Prognosis for Growth and Development in South Africa

1996-97  **W. DUNCAN REEKIE**
The University as Firm: Oxymoron or a *Pour Parler se Tirer d’Affaire?*
The Economics of Health and the Health of Economics

1998-1999  **C.L. McCARTHY**
Problems and Prospects of African Economic Development
Polarised Development in a SADC Free Trade Area

2000-01  **E. CALITZ**
Fiscal Implications of the Economic Globalisation of South Africa
Structural Economic Reform in South Africa: Some International Comparisons

2002-03  **P.A. BLACK**
On the case for Black Economic Empowerment in South Africa
Poverty at the Household Level: A Review of Theory and South African Evidence

2004-05  **E. LOOTS**
Nepad and the capital flows initiative: Can Africa walk the walk?
Aid and development in Africa: The debate, the challenges and the way forward

2006-07  **R. PARSONS**
The emergence of institutionalized social dialogue in SA
After Mugabe goes – the economic and political reconstruction of Zimbabwe

2008-10  **M. LEIBBRAND**

2011-12  **STAN DU PLESSIS**
Nationalising South African mines: Back to a prosperous future, or down a rabbit hole?
Assets matter: New and old view of monetary policy

2013  **PHILIPPE BURGER**